LIFE is the skill to Enter
Charge Compression (Fractality) because that creates
PERFECT CHARGE DISTRIBUTION ..
Which is Phase Locked Blissful Rapture:
the Definition of Conscious Awareness..
DAN WINTER
Regarded as one of the most dynamic thinkers of our time, American-born Dan
Winter is an internationally respected academic, physicist, author, accomplished keyboard artist, master animator, inventor and one of the foremost
authorities on Sacred Geometry and the Scientific Nature of Consciousness.
Dan places himself on the cutting edge of science and uses his teachings to
inspire others to take a fresh look at their belief systems, environment, health
and the development of their consciousness.
By drawing on science, mythology and popular culture, Dan is constantly
formulating breakthrough ideas about the deep connectedness of all things and
how the profound nature of our “Oneness” can be approached via Sacred
Geometry, architecture, art, maths, biology, computers, electronics and myth. His
theories have formed the basis of notable research in the US, Europe and
Australia
The hi-resolution projection and sheer scale of Dan’s visual presentations,
combined with his lively lectures, extraordinary knowledge and sonic
music samples taken from biological events, make for an unforgettable
and unique experience. To discover more about Dan’s research,
pleasevisit: www.soulinvitation.com
To read about our network of people working with peace in human hearts
and peace in the land - see: soulinvitation.com/peaceuniversity
Plan your year NOW! Spend 4 Intensive Days with Dan Winter: Multimedia,
Visuals, Experientials, Bliss Process and VERY Stimulating Discussion. Dan
Winter is widely acknowledged as the most original and penetrating wholistic science teacher on the planet
today. Read about the radical incrimination of the current scientific views and the REAL NEW SCIENCE on
gravity, DNA and the wave musical recipies of self-awareness and self-organization / how Science can measure
LIFE FORCE / BLISS making gravity in DNA at: soulinvitation.com/phiricais
Note: While Dan Winter's body of thinking is very inclusive and in-depth (5 books / animations / more than
2000 pages - see main index ) - this 4 day curriculum is particularly designed to be introductory and accessible
to the layperso, providing substance and rich stimulation for the scientific or technically oriented,and requires
NO previous knowledge of science / physics etc. Of course a healthy curiousity about the connection between
wave science / musical harmonics VERSUS the nature of consciousness and spiritual experience is a great
reason to come. Indeed the course IS intended for those who themselves intend to APPLY this knowledge
practically and/ or professionally - clinically, in healing, sacred architecture / feng shui, and teaching.
Also: the course includes a 200 pagemanual for correlated take home study - soulinvitation.com/newbook and hands-on HeartTuner/Coherent Emotion training with Dan Winter, who inspired new HeartTuner invention
(www.heartcoherence.com ) currently sweeping Australia and Europe. "Tune your heart and get on the same
wavelength as the one you love - Learn,that when your heart synchronizes with your environment - embedding
(nesting musically the waves in your heart / ECG) allows you to send CHARGE = Magnetism, which IS the
WIND on which LOVE TRAVELS!".
Also new from Implosion Group: Dan Winter learning resource bank: The CompleteSacred Geometry, 4 New
Dan Winter films - on DVD or Video CD (4 different 1-2 hour films), Star Mother Kits, 7 Colour Donuts
soulinvitation.com/tools

- Dan Winter sponsored by Im plosion Group

Conferences Worldwide - Dates & Places 2004-2005:
“ Sacred Geometry and Coherent Emotion”
4-Day IntensivePractitioner Trainings
Informations on Courses / Reservations / Locations:
Implosion Group:
implosiongroup@yahoo.com
Dan Winter email:
consultant@heartcoherence.com
“Implosion's Grand Attractor”: soulinvitation.com/newbook
( Online colour version over 200 pages Course Manual)

Locked in a Grid:
Perfect Contact Perfect Distribution/
Zero Storage =
Creates Abundance!
June 3 - 6 “Trimurti”, St.Tropez (Southern France) Conference Center: Part One
June 18- 20 Oslo, Norway (retreat center outside Oslo) Part One incl. Sacro Cranial Community and Peace University interest groups.
June 24-27 Stockholm, Sweden, Part One , Sponsor: Sirius Center
July 1-4 Falun, Sweden- Part Two - Advanced IntensiveResidential
July 29-Aug.1 Goettingen / Witzenhausen - Germany: 4 Day Part One Conference with LIFE FORCE Measurement Demo and Translation, Book available in German
Aug 15 - 18: Trimurti, St.Tropez (South France): - Part Two - Advanced Residential in lush Retreat Center.
Sept 9-12 : Turin, Italy: Part One 4 Day Intensive - Beautiful Rural
Italian Setting with Translation: BOOK AVAILABLE in Italian.
Oct 1-4: Calgary Alberta, Canada, - 4 Day Intensive- Celebrating the
Americas- Straw Bale Sacred Space..
Oct 16-17: Mexico City, Mexico
Oct 22-24: Sao Paulo, Brazil: Part One- Contact:
maludens@uol.com.br
Oct 30- Nov 2: Sao Paulo, Brazil- Special Conference-pristineEcoVillage
Nov 4-8: Buenos Aires, Argentina - Part One - Contact: Dana at
nuriamerkaba@fibertel.com.ar
Nov 20-21: Auckland, New Zealand- 2 Day 10-5 - Parnell Center
--- 2005 ----Jan 13-16: Sydney, Australia: 4 Day Conference Intensive & Sacred
Architects
Mar 10-13: Byron Bay, Australia: 4 Day Conference at Retreat CenterApril: Johannesburg, South Africa - 4 Day Training Planned
May 5-8: Turin, Italy - PART 2 Advanced 4 Day Training Retreat.

Labyrinth at Country
House &
Retreat
Center
Charge Compressor(Above)Germinates Seeds
for Turin Events...

• Anyone wishing to teach, practice and facilitate better bliss,
movement, ritual, euphoric states based positive immune-system
effects, magnetic and feng shui symmetry practices (‘grid
engineering”).
• Anyone wanting to address questions about diet, lifestyle and
consciousness.
• Those wanting to prepare for Shamanic magnetic tornado steering
and successful dieing.
• Those who appreciate the term NON CREDO (“ I do not

A G U I D E T O SA C R E D G E O M E T R Y
Sacred Geometry is a PATHWAY TO UNDERSTANDING who
you are, where you are from and where you are going. It is a
blueprint of creation; an interface between the seen and
unseen, the manifest and unmanifest, the finite and infinite.
From the mosaics of the Middle East and pyramids of Ancient

believe”), and are willing to define their lives and processes by
“pure principles”.
• Free thinkers and dogma-free lovers.
These seminars will open the doors to wisdom, healing and universal
spirit. They will show you the various influences on our individual and
collective lives and how to perceive the mechanisms to make positive
change. This is the Theatre of Life...a dynamic harmonic applied to
every aspect of your life and understanding...

Egypt to the calendars of the Aztecs and the Taoist philosophies
and medicines of India, Tibet and China – Sacred Geometry
has long bridged the world of spirit and matter, Heaven and
Earth. It continues to play an integral role in the traditions of
art, architecture, science and cutting-edge physics, alchemy,
Feng Shui and geomancy, music and mathematics.
Sacred Geometry shows how each time two lines cross, they
have to either figure out how to distribute and share their
pressures or self-destruct. The result of this test for “shareability”
is called symmetry. All waves and eggs and people and stars
survive in their world by learning how to embed themselves.
We now know the exact geometry of perfect embedding – it is
teachable and is a real key to Feng Shui, architecture and
sacred design. When waves can agree to meet sustainably,
this is called “sacred”.
To truly understand Sacred Geometry we have to understand
that everything in the universe is made up of energy and this
energy is in a continual state of transformation. All actions obey
distinct patterns, and Sacred Geometry describes these laws
through shapes, forms and ratios.
Sacred Geometry gives you the opportunity to take a BIG
PICTURE look at yourself and your place in the world. Once
mastered, it can be applied to healing, counselling,
biofeedback, researching, teaching, design and the creation of
PEACE, BLISS and ONENESS.

WHO IS THE COURSE FOR?
The course will have particular relevance for:
• Anyone wanting to initiate change in their private and professional
lives.
• Architects, designers, healers, dowsers and feng shui practitioners,
who will all receive further validation of their skills.

• Those who feel the need to give meaningful and measureable
SCIENTIFIC language to profound spiritual experiences.

THE PROGRAM
Certificate course participants will be trained in the major theories of
SACRED GEOMETRY, DESIGN, HEALING and EMOTIONAL
COHERENCE.
The course comprises two parts, both held over four days in various
locations around the world. A comprehensive home-study program
using DVDs and CD Roms forms a compulsory part of the course, and
extensive home-study tapes and DVDs are available to further facilitate
your learning. You also have the option of training in HeartTuner
biofeedback applications.
For the first time, students can move deeply into the experience of
Sacred Geometry via Dan Winter’s cutting-edge curriculum. Dan imbues
each subject with an inspiring, dynamic and creative rhythm – his
teachings will equip you with knowledge and wisdom that can be
applied directly to design principles, healing, biofeedback, ecologically
sustainable environments, music, addiction-free lifestyles and the hygiene
of BLISS MAKING and PEACE MAKING.
The program may vary slightly between locations. Dan Winter is the
principle teacher, with Michael Rice set to teach Part One in the US
and guest lecturers also sharing their knowledge. Part Two will be held
in a retreat-style setting, with an abundance of nature, fresh air, earth
energy and great food.
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